A coherent state path integral is considered for bosons with an ensemble average of a random potential and with an additional, repulsive interaction in the context of BEC under inclusion of specially prepared disorder. The essential normalization of the coherent state path integral, as a generating function of observables, is obtained from the non-equilibrium time contour for 'forward' and 'backward' propagation so that a time contour metric has to be taken into account in the ensemble average with the random potential. Therefore, the respective symmetries for the derivation of a nonlinear sigma model follow from the involved time contour metric which leads to a coset decomposition Sp(4) / U(2) ⊗ U(2) of the symplectic group Sp(4) with the subgroup U(2) for the unitary invariance of the densityrelated vacuum or ground state; the corresponding spontaneous symmetry breaking gives rise to anomalous-or 'Nambu'-doubled field degrees of freedom within self-energy matrices which are finally regarded by remaining coset matrices. The notion of a 'return probability', according to the original 'Anderson-localization', is thus naturally contained within coherent state path integrals of a non-equilibrium contour time for equivalent 'forward' and 'backward' propagation.
Ω max = 1 ∆t ; 0 < t p < +T 0 ; T 0 = T max .
The two Gaussian distributions for random potentials V I ( x), V II ( x, t) are determined by the second moments (1.4,1.5) for static and dynamic disorder, respectively, and vanishing mean values. Both distributions are delta-function like, concerning the spatially 'contact' Kronecker-delta and concerning the white-noise delta-function of time. Moreover, we emphasize the two different normalizations of second moments in (1.4,1.5) which are important in subsequent transformations and derivations for a proper, finite scaling of energy ranges within the nonlinear sigma models (cf. the second moments and their normalization in random matrix theories). Therefore, there occur two different disorder parameters R I , R II . . . (1.10)
In accordance to the forward '+' and backward '-' propagation of time development operators, we introduce a contour time 't p=± ' and contour integral C dt p . . . with a contour time metric 'η p=± = ±1' in order to regard the changing sign of phases in the exponent of the time evolution operators (1.11-1.14) [20] - [27] . In the remainder we will also briefly outline the various steps of transformations to a nonlinear sigma model with incorporation of the precise time steps and intervals within the coherent state path integral which is specified by the normal ordering of creation and annihilation operators. These precise time steps, with additional time shift '∆t p ' in the complex conjugated coherent state fields, are usually omitted for brevity in literature, but are ubiquitous in many-particle physics; this problem of proper time steps does not prevent transformations and derivations to sigma models with SSB and a coset decomposition and has necessarily to be regarded as soon as quantum mechanical field integration variables at neighbouring, but still different times 't p ' and 't p + ∆t p ', are considered within normal ordered coherent state path integrals. We briefly hint at the problem of the appropriate, precise time steps by defining a slightly modified time contour (1.13,1.14) for simplified representation of the exact time steps (cf. also additional boundary conditions of coherent state fields in (2. Since coherent state path integrals allow for the exact time sequence of coherent state fields with proper, additional time shifts '∆t p ' of the corresponding complex-conjugated fields, one can also investigate other kinds of coherent state path integrals as those of Eqs. (1.4-1.10) [28, 29, 30] . Apart from the presented problem, we have also applied coherent state path integrals to a trace representation of delta functions with maximal commuting sets of symmetry operators (1.15,1.16). As these symmetry operators (1.17-1.20) are given in terms of normal ordered creation and annihilation This is accomplished by the application of the Dirac identity (1.21) to the principal value 'P' and delta function of the symmetry operators (1.22-1.25) so that propagation with exponentials is also implied on two branches of a 'disconnected' time contour for the integral representation of delta functions. Therefore, one can also perform ensemble averages (1.26) of trace relations with delta-functions of symmetry operators in their representation with coherent state path integrals, very similar to (1.4-1.14). However, it is important to distinguish between one-particle (1.19,1.20) and two-particle operators 
2 Ensemble averages in model I and II for a normal-ordered Hamiltonian 2.1 Precise time steps with shifts '∆t p ' of the complex conjugated fields 'ψ *
The ensemble averages of random potentials involve an additional, mathematical aspect which concerns the combination of fields of the two different branches (p = ±) of the time contour. This formal aspect is also implied by the original formulation of Anderson localization where one examines a 'return' probability of a test wave-packet (as an initial deltaspike at a particular space point). This 'return' probability measures the 'forward' propagation of the wave-packet, away from an initial space point, and the corresponding 'backward' propagation of remaining wave-packet parts, back again to the same initial space point. Localization of wave-packets within a disordered potential is specified by a 'finite' 'return' probability which approaches vanishing values towards delocalization. According to this physical picture, we have to combine the doubling of bosonic coherent state fields ψ x (t + ) = ψ x,+ (t), ψ x (t − ) = ψ x,− (t), apart from their usual anomalous or 'Nambu' doubling (ψ x (t p ) , ψ * x (t p ) ) of ordered systems with solely hermitian operators, with the two distinct branches of contour time. Consequently, there occur two different kinds of 'Nambu' doubling which we term 'anomalous-doubled ordering' (2.1-2.4) and 'contour time ordering' (2.5-2.8), the latter being marked by a bar under the doubled fields Ψ a x (t p ) (2.5), Ψ †,a
T according to complex conjugation regardless of the branches of contour time t p=± whereas the 'contour time ordering' (2.5-2.8) comprises fields of identical contour metric sign η p , regardless of complex conjugation. Aside from the 'equal time' and the hermitian conjugation of 'equal time' 'Nambu' doubled fields Ψ a x (t p ), Ψ †,a
x (t p ) (2.5,2.6), one has also to introduce time shifted versions of anomalous doubled fieldsΨ
x (t p ) (2.7,2.8) for the exact proper sequence of time steps within the considered 'quantum' problem which is represented by the coherent state path integrals of normal ordered Hamiltonians. The time shifted, doubled fields (2.3,2.4), (2.7,2.8) are marked by the symbol '˘' to be distinguished from the equal-time, doubled fields (2.1,2.2), (2.5,2.6). Note that the underbar ' ' always hints to 'contour time ordering' (2.5-2.8) as in doubled fields, self-energy or source matrices and fields, independent of additional 'equal time' or 'time shifted' doubling 'anomalous-doubled ordering'
:
: 'equal time', anomalous-doubled field :
: 'hermitian-conjugation' ' † ' of 'equal time', anomalous-doubled field :
: 'time shifted' ∆t p , anomalous-doubled field denoted by '˘' :
: 'hermitian-conjugation' ' ♯ ' with 'time shift correction' ∆t p in the complex part :
'contour time ordering' :
: 'equal time', contour time doubled field :
: 'hermitian-conjugation' ' † ' of 'equal time', contour time doubled field : 
The Gaussian distributions (1.4,1.5) with random potentials V I ( x), V II ( x, t) lead to the averaged coherent state path
which are composed of the same functional part (2.11) with the doubled source fields J a ψ; x (t p ) (2.12) and source matricesĴ ba ψψ; x (t p ) (2.13,2.14) (∆t p = η p ∆t, ∆t q = η q ∆t, ∆t > 0)
(2.9)
(2.10)
'ordering for anomalous-doubled source field' : (2.12)
'ordering for anomalous-doubled source matrix of pair condensates' : (2.13)
The one-particle part of (2.11) is listed in relations (2.15-2.17) with Kronecker-deltas of time for precise time steps following from properly normal ordered Hamiltonians 'I' and 'II'. We also give a 'laxed' kind of the one-particle part in relations (2.16,2.17) which is appropriate for a classical approximation, as a first order variation of fields, within the exponentials of the path integrals, but fails to result into the correct quantum expressions if integrations of coherent state fields and their complex conjugates have to be performed
According to the anomalous doubling, one can attain order parameter matrices (2.18-2.21) which are nonlocal in time for case 'I' of static disorder and which are local in time for case 'II' of dynamic disorder. This corresponds to the described picture of a 'return' probability in Anderson localization for case 'I' without an additional white-noise distribution in time.
We can use the given order parameter matrices (2.18-2.21) with their various forms for the anomalous doubled self-energy with 'equal time' doubling of fields (2.18,2.20) and for the 'Nambu'-terms extended density matrices with 'time shifted' doubling of fields (2.19,2.21). However, we can simplify to the spatially local case due to the contact disorder of spatial Kronecker-deltas with the second moments of the two Gaussian distributions (1.4,1.5)
=⇒ density matrices with anomalous terms for static disorder ; (2.19) In order to achieve the precise, subsequent time steps at the integration boundaries, we have to introduce a modified time contour integration 'C', ' C dt p . . .' which is extended to the parameter end points '0 p = −∆t 
which have to be combined with anomalous doubled matricesM ba x ′ , x (t ′ q , t p ) (2.26) for the proper exact sequence of time steps in order to obtain the correct propagation with the ensemble averaged generating functions (2.9-2.11). We list the various notations (2.26,2.27) of extended contour time integrations for the presented cases of disorder which are straightforwardly generalized from the solely hermitian cases of interactions with the already described precise time steps and intervals in one of our earlier references
Concerning presentation and notation, the case 'II' of dynamic disorder turns out to have simpler relations than the case 'I' because the static disorder involves the combination of two distinct time parameters t, t ′ in the self-energy matrices as in the already given order parameter matricesΦ
The dynamic disorder with a white-noise time distribution restricts to a single time parameter in the self-energy matrices, as in the order parameter matricesΦ
x,p; x,q (t) (2.21), but still incorporates the two metric sign labels p, q = ± as additional field degree of freedom for a 'disorder' quasi-particle. However, both cases 'I', 'II' of disorder allow for analogous treatment of HST's and coset decompositions of nonlinear sigma models, as one only considers the relevant reduction to stationary time states of fields with a single frequency 'ω p ' in case 'I' of static disorder.
Solely stationary states of time in case 'I' result in the analogous transformations and derivations to nonlinear sigma models of case 'II', if one replaces the single time parameter 't' inΦ
x,p; x,q (t) (2.21) with a single frequency parameter 'ω' in case 'I' of static disorder. After the corresponding Fourier transformation to a frequency (or energy) contourC ω according to (2.28,2.29), we achieve for (2.9) the generating function Z I [Ĵ] (2.30) which contains two independent, non-stationary energy contour integrations ' ω p ' and ' ω ′ q ' in the ensemble averaged Gaussian part. As we reduce to stationary states or to a single frequency parameter ω = ω ′ , we introduce the approximation (2.31) with various contour labels p, q very similar as in Z II [Ĵ] (2.10)
The 'time-shift' correction of complex conjugated fields implies additional phases e ı ω·∆tp in the static disorder case whose consideration also leads to the exact, proper frequency or energy steps within the propagation of the time development operators as in case 'II' of dynamic disorder. It is even possible to substitute the parameter R 2 II , according to relation (2.32), and the contour time integrals by contour frequency integrals C ω dω p /(2π/T max ) . . . (2.29) so that the nonlinear sigma model of case 'II' straightforwardly generalizes to case 'I' of static disorder
In the following sections 3, 4 we can therefore concentrate on the dynamic disorder case with a single time variable in the self-energy matrix and can then transfer the result of case 'II' to the stationary case with a single frequency variable 'ω' in the self-energy matrices for case 'I' of static disorder. The approximation to a single frequency ω p for static disorder can also be attained at very later steps of transformations to a nonlinear sigma model, e.g. as one simplifies the two-time or two-frequency dependent, nonlocal disorder self-energy matrix to a single dependence with contour frequency ω p .
3 HST for dynamic disorder and repulsive interaction with 'hinge' fields 3.1 Anomalous doubling of the one-particle part
We perform the anomalous doubling (3.1) of the bosonic fields with inclusion of the contour time metric η p , due to the ensemble average with a dynamic disorder. This defines a 'Nambu' metric tensorK ab pq (3.2) for the anomalous doubled fieldsΨ 
This anomalous doubling has also to be taken for the one-particle part (2.15) so that we accomplish relation (3.5) with the anomalous doubled fieldsΨ . Corresponding to propagation with the exact, precise time steps, we outline these two one-particle parts in Eqs. (3.7,3.8) with the exact Kronecker deltas of time and also describe a 'laxed' kind of one-particle operators in (3.9,3.10), only applicable in classical approximations or equations
Anomalous doubled self-energies and their coset decomposition
In the following we convey the results of our earlier articles to the presented case 'II' of dynamic disorder with the additional contour time metric tensor η p and have to use a modified 'Nambu' metric tensor K ab pq , κ ab (3.11,3.12) which changes the anomalous parts in the self-energy to anti-hermitian relations
The final HST is achieved by one half with the self-energy density variable σ
RII ( x, t) (3.13) and by one half with the 'Nambu' parts δΣ x;pq (t) (a = b) (3.13) of the anomalous doubled self-energy matrix δΣ ab x;pq (t) (3.14) whose block diagonal, hermitian self-energy density parts δΣ x;pq (t) (3.16) of δΣ ab x;pq (t) (3.14) are symmetric matrices and are related by hermitian conjugation. One thus acquires following real and complex parameters δB x;++ (t), δB x;−− (t) and δB x;+− (t), δB x;−+ (t) = δB * x;+− (t) and the solely complex field variables δc x;++ (t), δc x;−− (t), δc x;−+ (t) = δc x;+− (t) in the corresponding anomalous doubled part (3.16) of the total self-energy (3.14) x;pq (t) ; δB x;++ (t) , δB x;−− ∈ R ; δB x;+− (t) ∈ C ; δB x;−+ (t) = δB * x;pq (t) ; δc x;pq (t) ∈ C ; δc x;+− (t) = δc x;−+ (t) .
We combine the self-energy density variable σ
RII ( x, t) (3.13) and the anomalous doubled self-energy matrix δΣ ab x;pq (t) (3.14) into (3.17) with block diagonal partsΣ 11 x;pq (t) (3.18),Σ 22 x;pq (t) (3.19) and introduce the modified self-energy matrix δ Σ ab x;pq (t) K (3.20,3.21) with 'Nambu' metric tensor ' K' (3.11,3.12) and anti-hermitian related, off-diagonal, anomalous doubled blocks δ Σ a =b x;pq (t) = ı δΣ a =b x;pq (t). This allows to perform a coset decomposition into densities and bosonic parts according to Sp(4) → Sp(4)/U(2) ⊗ U (2) Σ 11
x;pq (t) δΣ RII ( x, t)η p δ pq + δΣ x;pq (t) ; (3.18)
As one includes a further, derived 'Nambu' metric tensorÎ ab pq (3.22) so that the various kinds of self-energy terms with hermitian or anti-hermitian off-diagonal block parts can be transformed into each other (3.23), one finally succeeds into the coset decomposition (3.24) with block diagonal densities δΣ aa D;pq ( x, t) K (similar to (3.15)) and coset matricesT ab pq ( x, t) (3.25). The latter coset matrices (3.25) consist of the generatorŶ ab pq ( x, t) (3.26) with sub-generatorsX pq ( x, t), −X * pq ( x, t) (3.27) as the 'Nambu' or anomalous doubled field degrees of freedom It is further possible to diagonalize the various block diagonal density parts δΣ aa D;pq ( x, t) K as in (3.28) to (3.35 ) and the various 'Nambu' generatorsŶ ab pq ( x, t),X pq ( x, t) as in (3.36) to (3.40). In the case of the density parts we have the diagonal eigenvalue elements (3.29) with diagonalizing 'rotation' matrices (3.30) so that the lower block diagonal '22' part is related by transposition to the upper '11' part
pq ( x, t) ; (3.31)
A similar diagonalization (3.36,3.37) is achieved for the off-diagonal block parts with sub-eigenvalue partsX D;pq ( x, t) (3.38) and 'eigenvector' matricesP 11 2×2 ( x, t),P
22
2×2 ( x, t) (3.39) in such a manner that the symmetry relations of (3.25) to (3.27) are still retained. This involves the complex parameters c ++ ( x, t), c −− ( x, t) as eigenvalues and C D;+− ( x, t), C * D;+− ( x, t) as the angular parameters of the rotation for the off-diagonal elements δc D;+− ( x, t), δc * D;+− ( x, t) and diagonal elements δc D;++ ( x, t), δc * D;++ ( x, t), δc D;−− ( x, t), δc *
2×2 ( x, t) = exp ıĈ D;2×2 ( x, t) ;P 
HST transformations with 'hinge'-fields
Eventually, we can collect the various parameters δB x;++ (t), δB x;−− (t), δB x;+− (t), δB * x;+− (t) for the density parts (3.43,3.44) and δc x;pq (t), δc * x;pq (t) within the 'Nambu' terms (3.45) in order to determine the HST (3.46) RII ( x, t) as invariant vacuum or ground state in a SSB and where the other half of the quartic interaction (also with pre-factor R 2 II /(4 2 ) in the exponent) remains within the anomalous or off-diagonal blocks of the Gaussian transformations. This can be verified as one decomposes the trace inside the exponential of the last line of (3.46). As we remove the trace and dyadic product inside the exponent of the last line in (3.46), one notes that terms with the block diagonal self-energy density δΣ x;pq (t) couple to the anomalous doubled, bilinear fieldsΨ In analogy the HST is obtained for the repulsive, quartic contact interaction of Bose fields; one half of the HST follows from a Gaussian identity with the real self-energy variable σ V0 ( x, t p ) and the other half is given by a Gaussian identity of self-energy matrices δ σ ab x (t p ), δσ ab x (t p ) which are shifted by the anomalous doubled density matrixȒ ab x;pp (t). We emphasize the missing couplings of the different branches '±' of the time contour, due to the hermitian property of the repulsive contact interaction, so that one has to adapt the corresponding symmetries of δ σ ab x (t p ), δσ ab x (t p ) to that of a single time branch with δσ ab x (t + ) and δσ ab x (t − ) being unrelated self-energy field variables x ′ ,q; x,p (t ′ , t) between bilinear, 'Nambu' doubled source fields J †b
In order to simplify the self-energy matrices in a coset decomposition, we shift the matrix δΣ x;pq (t)
x;pq (t) ı δΣ x;pq (t) V0 ( x, t p ) (3.57) has removed the self-energy matrix δσ ab x (t p ) and variable σ (0) 
After insertion of the Gaussian identities (3.67,3.68) into the path integral (3.54), one obtains Z II [Ĵ] (3.70) which is determined by the self-energy variable σ V0 ( x, t p ) and the self-energy matrix term δ Σ ab x;pq (t) K for the coset decomposition as remaining field degrees of freedom
Finally, we factorize the self-energy matrix term δ Σ 
In subsequent steps we straightforwardly outline how to factorize the matrix M ab x, x ′ (t p , t ′ q ) (3.75,3.76) with the coset matricesT ab pq ( x, t) (3.22-3.27) and with the various 'Nambu' metric tensors (3.2,3.11,3.12,3.22) 
where the first two kinds of matrices (3.77,3.78) do still contain the block diagonal self-energy density matrices δΣ 
The factorization with the coset matricesT ab pq ( x, t) (3.22-3.27) has isolated the 'hinge' fields for the density related terms and has introduced a new gradient term δH(T −1 ,T ) for the anomalous doubled parts
so that we can use this separation into 'hinge' density-related self-energy terms and 'Nambu' gradient terms for the actions
V0 ;Ĵ] (3.74). Since the determinant and propagator of the matrices (3.79,3.80) without 'hinge' fields are related by
we can considerably simplify the actions (3.73,3.74) by following transformations
After substitution of above separating relations into self-energy densities δΣ aa D;pq ( x, t) and gradient term (3.81) of coset matrices into the path integral (3.70), we can 're-introduce' integrals of bosonic, anomalous doubled fieldsΨ
so that the determinant and propagator part are changed back to the bilinear, 'Nambu' doubled term of bosonic fields and to the linear coupling with the condensate seed fields J a ψ; x (t p ), J †a ψ; x (t p ). In this manner one performs a projection onto the anomalous doubled field degrees of freedom
However, the presented factorization of M 
The above transformations with 'Nambu' metric tensors and factorization of the total self-energy δ Σ x;pp (t) κ so that these 'hinge' fields can be removed by Gaussian like integrations
.
The change of integration measure for anomalous and density-related parts
In order to integrate over the density parts of the Gaussian like factors, we determine the change of integrate measure from the 'flat' Euclidean, total self-energy δ Σ 
We hint again to following abbreviations, already specified in (3.60,3.81) At the end of section 2 we have already specified the path integral Z I [Ĵ] (2.31) with the approximation to stationary states in frequency space which can also be attained from simplifying the two frequency dependence of the corresponding total disorder self-energy δ Σ ab x;pq (ω, ω ′ ) → δ ω,ω ′ δ Σ ab x;pq (ω) at very later steps of transformations to a nonlinear sigma model
;
Corresponding to (4.1-4.4), we can exchange the parameter µ 5) and can perform the Fourier transformation to frequency space for the anomalous doubled one-particle part according to following relations
. . . ; (4.6)
where we additionally define doubled, shifted fieldsΨ
with analogous boundary conditions as in relations (2.22-2.25) for the case of dynamic disorder (cf. also relations (2.1-2.8))
Hence, under restriction to stationary states the total disorder self-energy δ Σ x;pq (t) simply changes to δ Σ x;pq (ω) with analogous changes within the the coset decomposition Sp(4)/U(2) ⊗ U(2) of the coset matricesT ab pq ( x, ω) and the involved generatorsŶ ab pq (ω),X pq (ω) so that the factorization into eigenvalues c + ( x, ω), c − ( x, ω) and angular parameter C D ( x, ω) similarly keeps its form as in (3.25-3.27 ) and (3.36-3.40)
(4.14) These similarities also hold for the block diagonal density-related parts so that one can immediately state following relations in place of However, the real self-energy variable σ
V0 ( x, t p ) for the hermitian contact interaction takes a dependence on the difference of two frequencies ∆ω p = ω p − ω ′ p which therefore reduces in the limit ω p → ω The corresponding Green function term of (3.97) and gradient operator (3.98) has a similar form in frequency space under the simplifying restriction to stationary states H +σ 
